Isuzu trooper starter relay

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June in Isuzu. Trying to find out if I am wasting
my time attempting to switch my starter out on my 00 trooper. I have the tools, but am unsure if
it would be worth taking to the pro's to do. Is it possible to do? If so, how long will it take? Any
recomendations??? Thanks, TroopScoop. June Hi, I have included description of removal
process. I have not done this, so I don't know if there are any shortcuts. Unfortunately, it
appears that the exhaust has to be removed, but maybe you can figure out if it is absolutely
necessary to remove it completely or just loosen it up to get enough wiggle room to drop the
starter. The two links are to the schematics which are referred to by the directions. Good luck ,
and let us know what you decide to do.! Disconnect Heated O2 Sensor connector 1. Remove
exhaust front left pipe 2. Remove heat protector 3. Disconnect starter wiring connector from
terminals "B" and "S" 4. Remove starter assembly mounting bolts on inside and outside 5.
Install mounting bolts and tighten bolts to specified torque 5. Torque: 40 Nm 30 lb ft Reconnect
the connectors to terminals "B" and "S" and tighten Terminals "B" to specified torque. Torque:
9 Nm 80 lb in Install heat protector 3. Install exhaust front left pipe and tighten bolts and nuts to
specified torque 2. Reconnect the battery ground cable. TroopScoop, I have replaced the starter
on a and a trooper and it isn't to much trouble. There is only two bolts that hold the starter up
and you can get them out by using a long extension on your ratchet. There is a trick I have
learned to get the started out without removing any of the exhaust or A-Frame to the front left
wheel. The starter must comes out twords the front of the vehicle. You have to remove a
vaccum line that is in the front drive shaft. It sits on top of the shaft and goes straight down into
it. You will see what I am talking about when you get under there. Then bend the bracket that
holds a couple wire harnesses up slightly to make some more room. This will make enough
room for the starter to come out in between the front drive shaft and the steering linkages to the
front wheels. You have to position the starter just right but trust me it comes out. Put the new
one in the same way you removed the old one and your done. Hope this helps. Good luck!!
January Looking for assistance. My son is in Alaska going to college. It's below zero most the
time. He has Isuzu Trooper. It hasn't started since Thanksgiving. Fuel line froze. It would turn
over but would not start. Finally wore the battery down. Re-charged and still would not start.
Now having a clicking noise coming from the starter area. Had battery checked OK. Pulled
starter it's ok. Put on a new starter relay. Still just clicking noise from starter area. Help Please.
This is a real shot in the dark but one time I got stuck on the Parks Highway after skiing into a
friend's cabin for 3 days. Below zero most of the time. My minivan would not crank even with a
jump when we got back to the highway. It just clicked too. Some mechanic from Trapper Creek
stopped and messed with the distributor cap and got the timing adjusted enough to get it going
and I got back home fine. Or maybe he fixed a flaky ground while fooling with the cap, since
clicking usually means the relay or starter solenoid. Since the starter checks out, I'd check the
battery connections at both ends before checking the cap, but who knows. Well, someone here
should know better than me. Thanks I'll have him take a look. I'll let you know what I find out.
Thanks again. The "No Start" Problems discussion would be another good place to look for help
until Atfdmike or Paisan stumbles in here. Hi, How exactly was the starter checked? I ask
because as was mentioned previously, your symptoms are generally due to a bad starter motor
or solenoid, more likely the starter motor if you are hearing a click. Is that the relay you refer to?
Be extremely careful to ONLY jump these two items and not anything else or a dead short could
occur. PLEASE don't attempt this if you are not confident that the vehicle is in neutral, or park,
wheels chocked,and that it is safe to crank and start: if the ignition is on the engine will start if
the starter motor is working. The large gage wire comes directly from the battery and is always
at 12 volts. Can you be mistaking the spinning motor or not hearing it and think this is the
clicking sound? Still need a starter at that point. If nothing happens, then still need a starter. IF
it does start doing this, then the solenoid is bad, assuming the smaller gage wire on the back of
the solenoid is plugged in to it. You can replace the solenoid, but it is still necessary to get
access to the starter. Most people opt to replace starter and solenoid as a unit. I hope this
helps. Are you sure the fuel line is OK now? Cranking on a starter for long periods will overheat
it and eventually kill it. Trying to crank with low voltage and a dragging starter have been known
to keep an engine from starting due to the electonic ignition not having enough volts to fire the
system. Good luck. If you need more help, post again. I don't have a manual at home for your
vehicle, but will check again Monday at work. Let us know how you do Thanks they did pull it off
and had it checked at the local NAPA store. The vehicle will not crank at all. They did replace the
stater relay still no luck. Thanks alot appreciate your thoughts. I know this is an older post, but
the directions given by jjoker are great, and work just as given. I would add that once you have
the starter loose and wires unhooked, rotating it degrees from the original position allows you

to move it forward and past the wire harness and axle. Once the starter is beyond the front of
the motor and axle, you can turn it sideways and it slips between the draglink and driveshaft.
What a lifesaver when dealing with an older vehicle. That exhaust removal would be a
nightmare! Thanks jjoker. Kudos to your sharing this info. OK, then I think the solenoid needs to
be jumpered as I described in my post. This will tell you whether the motor is getting enough
power from the battery. You don't mention if there is an alarm system or manual trans. There is
a Neutral safety switch in an automatic, clutch disengage switch on the manual trans clutch that
could prevent the solenoid from getting power. If you jump the solenoid and the starter works,
then you know that for some reason the solenoid is not getting a signal to engage, which could
be caused by the above items. The alarm system includes a starter disabler on some vehicles. It
doesn't have an alarm system. But I'll forward your thoughts up to him. There is a clicking noise
by the stater when the key is turned. Thanks I'll have him try. Appreciate all you guys that have
responded. I'll let you know. March Thanks for your suggestion. They ended up putting a new
starter on vehicle. Now it starts fine. Thanks Butch. He put a new stater on and now starts. Don't
know if it was bad or not. September I just bought a 94 Tropper. The previous owner had a
starting issue that he brought to my attention. The vehicle is a 5-speed and the previous owner
feels that the sensor for the clutch is the reason it does not start. The vehicle will start several
times and then out of now where is will not turn over and the vehicle can remain like this for
days. All the lights work when I turn the key but it will not start. The starter was also replaced
five years ago. Does the vehicle have a sensor that would cause it not to start and if so can it be
easily replaced? October Just wanted to Thank You jjoker your suggestion was right on the
money. Your method was quick, easy and a money saver.. Thank you again! November HI, I'm
having a problem on cold mornings with a sluggish starter. The battery is nearly new and
checks good. The alternator seems to be working fine and shows about 13 volts at idle and
normal driving. The trooper has a feature where the alternator kicks out under a load or during
acceleration. Their meters require you to rev the engine whick causes the alternator to kick out
and the meter says it has a problem, but I don't think it does as the guage shows it charging
good during normal driving. I am wondering if the starter may be getting weak. It is a 97 trooper
with the 3. Anyone have any suggestions. I was just wondering if you fixed the problem and if
you did what is it cuz its driving me crazy. Yes it did end up being the starter also. We checked
cables, battery, even an igntion relay. The stater bench tested ok but in the end we had to put a
new one on. I think under a load it could not turn the engine. Good luck it's a tough one to get
off. I live in Canada and its already sstarted snowing so there hasnt been a good day to take a
look at it, prolly this weekend. Starter is on driver side, accessible from beneath Glad you were
able to do it. Hope to see you around the forum Hi all, I have a 99 trooper and i'm having
problems with the starter, initially I drove the trooper to a store locally and when I attempted to
restart the vehicle it made no noise what so ever. The dash lights came on and blinked when the
key was engaging the starter, the headlights appeared strong. I towed the trooper home and
after some investigating took the battery out to have it bench tested at autozone. The result was
a bad battery, I bought a new battery, but again no noise from the starter, but the dash lights
stayed on durning the process. I then checked the relay under the hood, in the fuse box, as
heard a clicking while engaging the starter, but still no noise from the starter. I then removed
the starter, took it down to autozone and had it bench tested. It passed all tests so now i am at a
loss, I thought maybe it couldn't work under load but i hear nothing from the starter to even get
under a load. If any one has a suggestion please let me know. We had the same exact problem.
My son has a 99 trooper in alaska. Took starter off test OK. Put an ignition relay on still no start.
Finally we put new cables on and a stater. I think the bench test we did checked ok because it
wasn;t under load. But maybe the cables were bad too. I was not there or I would of changed
cables first but between the stater and the cables it started. His 99 Trooper had over , miles and
like I said they are in Alaska. I've been having a similar problem, with the cold AM start
becoming more difficult as winter has progressed. Didn't think it was the starter because mine
was replaced less than a year ago. The hard start got better during the day the more I started my
vehicle. No check engine lights came on. However, took it to the dealer and they said it is the
starter. I'm taking it back to the garage that put the original starter in as they will replace it for
free. I'll let you know if the problem goes away with this fix. Well, it isn't the starter. The
mechanic tested the starter and it checked out fine. He replaced it, anyway, as it was under
warranty. The mechanic suggested a cracked or loose fly wheel or loose torque converter bolts.
At this point, I'm not sure what to think. The noise it makes upon starting is as if something is
slipping, then catches. I had my serpentine belt replaced recently I know this doesn't help you.
Good luck with your problems. Any advise on changing the starter on a Isuzu Trooper V6? It
looks like the exhaust may need to be removed. One mechanic I talked with said they cut the
exhaust and re-weld it Hi, I have never heard of a reputable mechanic cutting a section out of

any exhaust to change a starter, although I could imagine it being done. Usually they break the
manifold bolts and you have to pay for them to repair them on top of the starter repairs. As to
your particular model, I know because I have done it on my older model that you can get the
starter out without removing any exhaust even though the service manual says to remove it. I
got the tip from another owner that you drop the starter, remove the wires, then turn the
steering all the way to the right and lock them in that position turn off key. Remove the axle vent
tube by carefully twisting it and pulling up until it comes out. Once that is done, unhook the
lower wiring harness from the clips and rotate the starter to put the solenoid in a better position
and pass it forward, moving the harness out of the way to do so. You may have to bend some of
the thin bracket to allow the starter to clear, but it is pretty obvious once you are down there
doing it. Once it is clear of the harness, turn the starter so that it is parallel to the steering drag
link and it will drop down through and it is out! Reverse the process to reinstall. It does work
because I have done it It is a little tricky getting it past the wiring, and I know that others have
done it, including one guy who paid to have it done and found out that the dealer had done it as
I describe but still charged the service manual rate. I cannot say for sure on your newer
Trooper, but the engine and starter are virtually the same so I don't see why not. It looks a lot
harder than it is, basically I removed the cross member 4 bolts, then the heat shield 2 bolts ,
then removed the exhaust pipe from the header 3 bolts disconnect the O2 sensors, remove 4
bolts at the rear of the exhaust, backed the exhaust a few inches and remove 2 bolts holding the
starter in place. It took me about 30 min to remove it and another 30 to reinstall. One word of
caution, its easy to cross thread the header bolts on the reinstall, but everything else is
relatively easy. Great advise. The cutting and welding of the exhaust seemed pretty extreme. I'm
going to tackle it over the weekend. Thanks for your help. It always makes me wonder who
engineers these things to make it so difficult to get to things. I have an old Trooper that I had to
change the water pump on, I had to pull most of the front of the motor apart. Hi I just had my
starter replaced on my 99 Isuzu Trooper. The mechanic said I also needed a linkage fuse
replaced. The problem is now when the truck excellerates when it shifts into gear theres a
knock or thud in the truck. Also when the truck slows down from say 20mph to 10mph the same
thud, like the gears are engaing to hard. Does this linkage fuse that was replaced have
something to do know with the truck banging into gear hard when it speeds up or slows down?
Does this linkage fuse have to be calibrated somewhere on the truck? Any information would be
helpful Hi and welcome to the forum. I took a quick look at That site is a great site and is free, so
check it out. I did not see any fusible link in the starter area, but I don't have your year so I am
not familiar with your harness. You should ask the mechanic exactly which link he replaced
Isuzu put all the links I am aware of in the underhood fuse box, so it is interesting to hear there
is one inline. Let us know what you find out, and you may get some more replys. One guys
opinion, Good luck. February Hello I have a 99 Isuzu Trooper that is giving me a hard time. I just
bought the car Now it will start fine at times, then it will start and shut off, and other times it will
hesitate to start act like it doesn't want to crank, hard time turning over but starts. Once it starts
no noises or anything coming from the car and no check engine lights come on. Any
suggestions on how to fix??? Is it the starter, fuel pump. I also have a 93 trooper and it has
never done this totally confused. Hi, welcome to the forum. I would look first at the battery in
this case. Have it load tested to make sure it is OK. It may be that it has plates loose or shorting
and the voltage is not constant. Poor voltage results in a lot of different problems and
intermittent behavior. If you don't know the history on it, changing the fuel filter and checking
fluids would be a real good idea. One guys opinion. Good luck, let us know what you find. I'm
going to try replacing the starter on my '96 trooper this weekend. I'm pleased to have found this
hint by atfdmike. Can you tell me, does this work for the 4x4 model which I have , or just 4x2?
Other sites mention that you needn't remove the exhaust for a 4x2, thus the question. Thanks in
advance. This sounds more like the transmission mode switch. They get gunked up and can be
cleaned or replaced. Sometimes just cycling the shift lever back and forth can clean it up. Also,
if the mechanic 'moved' the mode switch it may not line up correctly now. Occasionally my '00
Trooper will shift hard like that One indicator that this might be the problem would be that the
transmission indicator lights in the dash might not display the correct position or even jump
around out of sequence with when you are moving the shifter. Sorry I look to be late answering
this one I had what sounds to be the same exact problem you are referring to tjgreen and in my
case it was the starter. I would turn the key, get no sound but the click of my key turning in the
ignition. I even took out the starter, had it tested by a mechanic and they said it was good but I
still got the same problem. I was able to get my old starter working again by taking it out see
Starter Problems thread for directions, it comes out easily if you search mine and aftmike's tips
, get a can of electronic contact cleaner and clean all the connections really good on the
solenoid and starter, then put it back in and make sure your connections are good and clean.

Anyone have any idea why no current to injectors on '93 Trooper, 3. I thought fuel pump was
bad so tested it and it's fine. No current going to pump either so bypassed it with wire hot only
when key is turned. Pumps gas to engine now but still won't start. Starts for a second with
starting fluid so there's fire. Disconnected alarm, still no luck. Recently had "check trans.
Recently changed trans. Still came on sometimes but didn't affect starts. Possible that the
computer is shot? What would cut current to fuel pump and fuel injectors at the same time?
Fuses are all fine. Please help, I've been without transportation for over a week and live far away
from a reputable mechanic here in Costa Rica. My 93 Trooper, 3. Starts for a second with
starting fluid. Took out fuel pump and it works fine. Found that there is no current to fuel pump
so jumped it and pumps gas to engine but still doesn't start. No gas smell either. What would
fail all of a sudden and cut current to pump and injectors? I've located a used ECM but would
appreciate any suggestions before buying it. July Trooper problem solved!!! Paid a car
electrician to make a house call and after proding and testing things for over three hours,
including dismantling the ECM to check circuitboard, problem was that no current to computer
to control fuel pump and injectors. After a while looking for the actual problem in hidden wire, it
was decided to run a new one from internal fuse box thus curing the problem and getting me
back on the road. Almost bought a used ECM. Well worth it. Pays to be patient. Hope this info is
beneficial to others with similar problems. August I was wondering why in the mornings my
Trooper's battery was dead. Eventually I saw that at any given time, the headlights mysteriously
would go on by themselves and are unable to be turned off by the interior switch or even by
pulling the lighting relay out of the fuse box in the engine compartment. I totally disconnected
the alarm to eliminate doubt. As it is now, I have to disconnect the battery every time I park it.
Anyone with this same problem or any suggestions? So I have an 89 Trooper RS the 2-door. I
was driving it home and all of the sudden all of the dummy lights came on. Gas, Brake, Battery,
O2. The car kept running with all of the lights on. When I got home, I turned off the car and tried
to turn it back on and it would start up and die immediately. I can get it to stay on if I leave the
key in the "start" position in the ignition but once I let it back to "On" it dies. After I replaced the
entire fuel system except the pump which is a year old , the Air Mass Overflow, and the fuel
pump relay and the main engine relay - it still wouldn't start. That when I looked at the fuse box.
I took out the main engine relay big blue one on the outside of the fuse box and it fired up. It
started and ran really rough. All of the lights were off and I could drive it around - barely. When
you put the MER back in, the lights come back on and when I turn it off, it won't restart. I'm
basically out of ideas here. Anyone run into a similar problem? Or have any ideas about what
else I should replace. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want
to get involved, click one of these buttons! Did you check the engine to frame ground strap and
the battery cable connections on the starter and frame ends? Yes the neutral safety switch
would interrupt to the solenoid but not if you jumped directly from the battery. Sometimes
starter armatures have "dead spots", where they may or may not activate, depending on where
they landed on the last spin. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September
edited September in Isuzu. Hello there. It started a couple months ago when all of a sudden the
power window stopped working the ABS lights came on and the TOD lights went out
completely. The trooper ran fine up until about a week ago when it had a hard start at the gas
station and I drove in a couple blocks home and then it wouldn't start. When turning the key
over I just got a single pronounced click from the starter. Went through the usual tricks of the
trade i. I switched out the battery for a known good one and still nothing. I pulled the starter and
had a bench tested at Napa and it seemed to work fine of course it wasn't under a load but it's
all I got for now. Replaced everything hooked back up all the wires now I don't even get a click.
Tried jumping the solenoid again and nothing. I've tested the wire at the solenoid I have 12 V I
just can't figure this out and really need to get this thing going. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. I thank you in advance for your help. Tagged: Isuzu Isuzu Trooper starter solenoid.
September The starter cable papers to be in great shape. Bright non corroded terminal ends and
12 volts at the solenoid terminal. I will check the ground strap when I get home. Also I notice
there is no ground on the starter. I checked voltage on the ignition cable on the starter as well.
When the key is turned I'm getting juice to that terminal as well. I haven't changed the relay out
yet but the relay shouldn't stop the starter from engaging when I jump the solenoid or does it.
Would the neutral switch do the same? Thank you so much!!!! Ok so I'm stumped. Cables are
good. Checked the grounds. Fresh charge on the battery. Why can't I get the starter to even
spin when jumped? It was bench tested at napa and they said it's ok. What grounds out the
starter? February Well it could be that your negative current attachments are either corroded or
broke since this,starter grounds to the engine when it mounts to the Bell housing its always a
good idea to be sure there are clean mating surfaces on both started and bell housing! Also I

have personally had three diff major shops bench test one starter for me and as a result we
were surprised to find that each and every one of em were incorrect my problem actually lied in
my frame to battery ground and my alternator ground circuit alot. If the Of cars won't complete
the starting circuit if the alternator circuit is open or not opperating correctly I found this to
mostly be true w BMWs but just a part of a list you maybe be able to eliminate in orderr to
isolate your issues and problems n fix em good day brah. Also some startersyou cannot only
jump the two wires you actually must incorporate the third as well most the time being the little
wire that seems out of place! Some having two hits and a ground some having a low voltage hot
a hot and a ground and so its very difficult to fix at times could just be a fuse in the big fuse box
I usually check every fuse when dealing w the alternator starter diagnosis because sometimes
the fuse panel will not have certain circuits that are shared w one another labeled correctly so
the one that says alt. May not be the only one the alternator and most of the time in fact isn't the
only one in circuit common w that fuse or part. Sign In or Register to comment. All of the
sudden it wouldn't start. Tested battery and replaced it because it was bad. Corrosion on
terminals. Cleaned now. Still wouldn't start. Had someone go under and unplug starter wires,
and clean them off and it started. No problems for a week, then got stranded again. Same
person went under and "jump started it" from the starter underneath. Since it has always
jumped from the starter, I am assuming I do not need the whole starter kit? Is there a way to
check the relay? Do you. Did you try cranking in neutral when the problem occurs? Was this
answer. Unplug the starter relay, use jumper wire between terminals 3 and 4, the starter should
crank, no need to crawl under the vehicle. Just make sure the tranny is in park or neutral and
the e-brake is set. In the diagram, terminal 4 is hot all the time. When relay is energized, that line
with the arrowhead moves to terminal 3 and carries voltage to starter solenoid. The coil side of
relay is what causes the relay to energize. Voltage for coil side of relay comes through neutral
switch. Ground for the coil side of relay is through anti-theft system, where applicable. I looked
at a trooper limited. If all voltage and grounds are good, suspect the relay. Image Click to
enlarge. Where is the relay located. Do you know? Thanks so much! The box lid may be labeled.
Thank you! Do you happen to have the bottom half of that diagram you posted earlier? It seems
to cut off half way down. Here you go. You are the best! Hope you get it going your way. Thank
you. It's tough since the problem is intermittent, only happening every now and then. Have to
just swap out parts I guess until it's right, starting with the less expensive solutions! Yeah,
intermittent issues are a pain. You have to test when problem is ongoing. Please login or
register to post a reply. Electric Problem I Electric Problems! And No, The Rapid Clicks, That's
All. Cleaned Terminals And Posts. Still Nothing. Had It Towed. Repairman Said One Wire Any
Ideas What To Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop
Isuzu Trooper Starter. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: ACA. Part Number: AC Part Number: NP Page 1 of 1
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ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

